TO REVIEW THE MAP ON PAYAO
Website:  http://sblab.celldesigner.org/Payao10/bin/

Model names: Kaizu2010_BuddingYeastCellCycle (Figure 1), Kaizu2010_BuddingYeastCellCycle_regulatory (Figure 3a)

The models have been assigned as “public” enabling the community to view and comment on tags without a username/password.

The default user account payaouser would enable users to add tags to the models. Community users interested in customizing their own accounts and access the maps from their accounts, are requested to email payaoinfo@sbi.jp for registration.
Navigating the map

Using Bird’s Eye View to navigate through a large map.

Display on/off TagSets
Zoom in/out

Bird’s Eye View
Drag the red square box
To view the section of the map
"Search Tag" function is available. You can search word in Tags as well as Comments from the "Search Tag” tabs on the left panel.

The Search Results will be displayed in the Tag Info section on the left panel automatically.